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The need: Recovery from cyber attacks

 Modern complex systems are vulnerable to cyber attacks

 Cyber attacks are going to happen no matter what we do

 Systems have to be recoverable from cyber attacks

 Either automated systems or human operators can be used to perform 

recovery actions during a cyber attack

 Goal of recovery actions can be either a safe shutdown state, a return to 

nominal operations, or a degraded operating state



Methodology

 Preparatory step: Setup the analysis

 Step 1: Hazard/threat analysis

 Step 2: Analyze recovery actions

 Step 3: Trade-off study between automated and human recovery actions

 Step 4: Recovery decision-making



Preparatory step: Setup the analysis

 Develop a functional model of the system

 Develop a database of function-to-component mappings with PHM 

information

 Conduct analysis of system for prognostics and health management sensor 

inclusion per L’Her et. al.’s method and Function Failure Identification and 

Propagation method

 Result is a list of cut sets showing the failure cases ranked by probability and 

a PHM subsystem plan to detect incipient failures
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Step 1: Hazard/threat analysis

 Use O’Halloran et. al.’s method to assess threat of cyber attacks on a system

 Results in identifying worst case scenario cyber attacks

 Down-select to most probable or most concerning cyber attack scenarios

 Result is a list of cyber attack scenarios – NO probabilities attached 

intentionally





Step 2: Analyze recovery actions

 L’Her et. al.’s method provides some recovery actions

 Additional recovery actions may need to be developed based on cyber attack 

scenarios identified in Step 1

 Develop recovery action probabilities of success and cost information for 

both human operator and automated recovery actions

 Human reliability assessment techniques are useful to determine 

probability of operator success





Step 3: Trade-off study between automated 
and human recovery actions

 Conduct a trade-off study to determine if it is better to use a human operator 

or an automated system to attempt to perform a recovery action

 Calculate following values:

 Probability of successful recovery

 Recovery action cost

 Successful attack cost



 Probability of successful recovery:

 Recovery action cost:

 Successful attack cost:

Formula details





Step 4: Recovery decision-making

 Using a cost basis to make decisions on either human operators or 
automated recovery systems

 Note that we are not assigning a probability to cyber attacks – only to 
outcomes

 We believe we cannot adequately predict future probabilities of cyber 
attacks

 Any cyber security we have today will be broken tomorrow

 We develop Risk Numbers similar to Risk Priority Numbers

 Rn = Cost * Probability of Occurrence 



Formula details

 Successful Recovery:

 Failed Recovery:

 Risks associated with both outcomes:

 Summed Risk Numbers for Humans and Automation:



Results



Discussion

 This method is specifically useful in determining if a human operator or an 

automated system is better for recovering from a cyber attack

 Uncertainty in the data was not presented in the case study but it may be 

used in the formulas if desired

 Focusing on recovery actions rather than cyber security is an 

acknowledgement of our inability to provide perfect security



Future work

 Expand method to examine how staffing levels can impact the analysis

 How many operators do we need for many potential recovery actions?

 Examine how mixed human operator and automated system recoveries can be 

analyzed

 Examine how recovery actions may be vulnerable to sophisticated cyber attacks



Conclusion

 We presented a method to decide if using a human operator or an 

automated system is better to perform a recovery action during a cyber 

attack

 Performing this analysis on recovery actions acknowledges our inability to 

make 100% secure systems



Questions?


